March 25, 2014, Tuesday

10.00 The exhibition starts
12.00 Official opening of the exhibition

Conference Hall #1
(Football Arena, 20/2 Pobediteley Avenue)

11.00 – 15.00 The republican theoretical and practical workshop “Modern diagnostics and treatment methods applied to mental and behavioral disorders.” T.F. Migal, Head of the Specialized Health Care Department of the Ministry of Healthcare; A.I. Startsev, Director, Mental Health Republican Theoretical and Practical Center State Institution

15.00 – 16.00 Modern methods of vacuum compressor therapy and electrotherapy remote

Conference Hall #2
(Football Arena, 20/2 Pobediteley Avenue)

11.00 – 16.00 The republican theoretical and practical workshop involving international experts “Neonatology yesterday, today and tomorrow. World without boundaries.” L.A. Liogkaya, Head of the Medical Aid to Mothers and Babies Department of the Ministry of Healthcare; K.U. Vilchuk, Director, Mother & Baby Republican Theoretical and Practical Center State Institution

16.00 - 17.00 Seminar “Possibilities to apply the medical purpose items made by the organizations of the Bellegprom Concern in healthcare”

Conference Hall #3
(Football Arena, 20/2 Pobediteley Avenue)

09.30 – 16.30 The international theoretical and practical conference “Innovative methods of prevention and correction of the age-related skin changes” T.F. Migal, Head of the Specialized Health Care Department of the Ministry of Healthcare; I.G. Shimanskaya, Associate Professor, Dermatovenereology Department, Belarusian Medical Academy of Postgraduate Education State Educational Institution

09.30 – 10.00 Registration of the participants.
10.00 – 10.15 Opening of the conference.

“The main trends of prevention and correction of the age-related skin changes in the world market of aesthetic services.” I.G. Shimanskaya, Candidate of Medical
“Microelement metabolism disorders and correction methods applied to the different types of hair loss.” O.V. Pankratov, Doctor of Medical Science, Professor, Head of the Dermatovenereology Department, Belarusian Medical Academy of Postgraduate Education State Educational Institution

“Laser in cosmetology: percutaneous laser correction of the vascular aesthetic skin problems.” S.M. Kuzmina, Dermatovenerologist, Cosmetologist, Leading Specialist, MILANO Medical Center, (Saint-Petersburg, Russia)

“Indications for the 3D contour correction.” D.V. Batiukov, Candidate of Medical Science, Surgeon, Merz Aesthetics National Coach in the Republic of Belarus

“Injection methods of correction and new medications on the market of the Republic of Belarus.” N.B. Poplavskaya, Candidate of Medical Science, Assistant Professor, Dermatovenereology Department, Belarusian Medical Academy of Postgraduate Education State Educational Institution

“DOT-therapy and aesthetic age indications to use it.” S.M. Kuzmina, Dermatovenerologist, Cosmetologist, Leading Specialist, MILANO Medical Center (Saint-Petersburg, Russia)

“Modern anesthesia in cosmetology.” O.V. Pankratov, Doctor of Medical Science, Professor, Head of the Dermatovenereology Department, Belarusian Medical Academy of Postgraduate Education State Educational Institution

“Conceptual peculiarities of the FTc meso threads.” T.T. Dolbunova, Cosmetologist, COSMETICS & MEDICINE Training Center (Minsk, Belarus)

“Applications of the M22 Lumenis multi-module platform.” N.B. Poplavskaya, Candidate of Medical Science, Assistant Professor, Dermatovenereology Department, Belarusian Medical Academy of Postgraduate Education State Educational Institution

“Certification of cosmetic products in the Republic of Belarus. Global aesthetic medicine trends applied in the domestic market.” A.M. Bartosh, Director, Renaissance Medical (Minsk, Belarus)

“Innovations in the care of beauty.” P.V. Gordiuk, Dermatovenerologist, Cosmetologist, Promoltaly National Coach in the Republic of Belarus

“Innovative machine cosmetology techniques applied in the Republic of Belarus.” E.B. Kapustinarskaya, Director, Zolotaya Lira OOO, Starvak Group (France) Certified Trainer, Viora Ltd (Israel) Certified Trainer, Member of the Applied Aesthetics Association (Minsk, Belarus)

Panel session. Discussing draft regulatory framework on cosmetology
The republican theoretical and practical workshop
“Modern stomatology to practical healthcare”


09.30 – 10.00 Registration of the participants.

10.00 – 11.00 “Integrated professional prophylaxis of caries and periodontal diseases.” L.N. Polianskaya, Associate Professor, 2nd Therapeutic Stomatology Department, Belarusian State Medical University Educational Institution

11.00 – 11.45 “Team approach to diagnostics and treatment of stomatology patients.” S.P. Rubnikovich, Head of the Prosthetic Dentistry Department, Belarusian Medical Academy of Postgraduate Education State Educational Institution

12.30 – 13.10 “Removing fixed dentures.” N.M. Poloneichik, Chairperson of the General Stomatology Department, Belarusian State Medical University Educational Institution


14.10 – 14.30 Break

14.30 – 15.10 “Oral candidiasis: tactics of the dentist.” L.L. Alexandrova, Associate Professor, 1st Therapeutic Stomatology Department, Belarusian State Medical University Educational Institution

15.10 – 16.10 “New generation of the endodontics “gold standard”.” E.K. Trofimova, Medical Adviser, LEKAR Medical Center

16.10 – 17.00 “Minimally invasive treatment techniques applied in aesthetic stomatology.” S.A. Granko, Assistant Professor, Therapeutic Stomatology Department, Belarusian Medical Academy of Postgraduate Education State Educational Institution
March 26, 2014, Wednesday

Conference Hall #1
(Football Arena, 20/2 Pobediteley Avenue)

10.00 – 16.30 The republican theoretical and practical conference, and workshop “Pharmaceuticals made in the Republic of Belarus.” Pharmaceutical Industry Department; L.A. Reutskaya, Head of the Pharmaceutical Inspection and Medicines Provision Organization Department

Conference Hall #2
(Football Arena, 20/2 Pobediteley Avenue)

09.30 – 11.30 The republican theoretical and practical workshop involving international experts “New technologies of non-invasive ventilation applied in anaesthesiology and intensive care.” T.F. Migal, Head of the Specialized Health Care Department of the Ministry of Healthcare; A.M. Dziadzko, Chief Extraordinary Anesthesiologist and Resuscitator of the Ministry of Healthcare of the Republic of Belarus

11.30 – 13.00 “Biologically active supplements in the daily routine of the gynecologist.” Sergey Rozenshtrakh, Vice-President, SupHerb, Master of Pharmaceutical Sciences

14.00 – 15.00 “High resolution endoscopy.” A.E. Danovich, Head of the Endoscopic Department, Minsk City Clinical Hospital #6 Healthcare Institution

15.00 – 16.00 “Laboratory support provided to anticoagulant therapy”. S.V. Babenko, Candidate of Medical Science (Moscow, Russia)

16.00 – 17.00 “Mindray: a global supplier in the hematology market.” Mindray Company Representative
Conference Hall #3
(Football Arena, 20/2 Pobediteley Avenue)

10.00 – 18.00
The international theoretical and practical conference
“Innovative methods of prevention and correction of the age-related skin changes”

10.00 – 13.00 “Injecting methods of correction. Face volumizing and combined techniques of introducing preparations to restore normal tissue volumes using the Anteis product line. Master class.” Irene Papp, Cosmetologist, Certified Trainer on introducing the Anteis (Hungary) fillers

13.00 – 13.15 Break


15.45 – 16.00 Break

16.00 – 18.00 “Non-invasive bipolar radio frequency facelift procedure performed with the possibility to control the penetration depth. Master class.” Inna Belenkaya, Candidate of Biological Science, Clinical Department Manager, Viora (Israel)

Conference Hall #4
(Football Arena, 20/2 Pobediteley Avenue)

10.00 – 11.00 “Case study of the modern techniques of upper limb robotized rehabilitation based on the Amadeo, Pablo, Tymo devices produced by Tyromotion GmbH (Austria).” Monika Fuxjaeger, Therapist-Practitioner, Tyromotion GmbH (Austria)

11.00 – 13.00 "New Leica Biosystems and Leica Microsystems equipment and reagents for healthcare, scientific research, and forensic medicine."

13.00 – 14.00 “The prospects of promoting your business in the Internet.” Svetlana Duboïskaya, Julia Reznichenko

14.00 – 16.00 “Enhanced external cardiac pulsation. Topical issues of applying the technique in clinical practice.” I.V. Shashenkov
16.00 – 16.30 “Anolit ANK SUPER: a modern disinfectant efficient against all pathogens.” N.Yu. Shomovskaya, Doctor of Technical Sciences, Deputy Director (R&D), Vitold Bakhir Institute ZAO

16.30 – 17.30 “NEURAC as a modern rehabilitation treatment technique applied to patients with the musculoskeletal system diseases and injuries. Possibilities of the NEURAC technique based on the Redcord suspended systems applied in treatment, sports, and fitness.” Lech Vojdyla

Minsk City Clinical Hospital #6, Conference Hall

16.00 – 18.00 The national workshop involving international experts “New hip joint endoprosthesis replacement technologies: a lecture and a master class with a training model.” T.F. Migal, Head of the Specialized Health Care Department of the Ministry of Healthcare; A.V. Beletsky, Director, Republican Scientific and Practical Center for Traumatology and Orthopedics State Institution

March 27, 2014, Thursday

Conference Hall #1
(Football Arena, 20/2 Pobediteitley Avenue)

10.00 – 14.00 The republican theoretical and practical conference, and workshop “Screening and early cancer diagnostics.” T.F. Migal, Head of the Specialized Health Care Department of the Ministry of Healthcare; O.G. Sukonko, Director, Oncology and Medical Radiology Republican Theoretical and Practical Center State Institution

14.00 – 18.00 The republican theoretical and practical workshop “Outcomes and major activity trends in healthy lifestyle promotion in 2014.” Yu. E. Fedorov, Head of the Hygiene, Epidemiology and Preventive Treatment Department of the Ministry of Healthcare of the Republic of Belarus

Conference Hall #2
(Football Arena, 20/2 Pobediteitley Avenue)

10.00 – 11.00 “Non-surgical technique for scar treatment: the Italian practice.” Dr. Alberto Flisi
11.00 – 12.30 “Biologically active supplements from Supherb (Israel)! Preventive treatment is the best medical approach.” Sergey Rozenshtrakh, Vice President of SupHerb, Master of Pharmaceutical Sciences

13.00 – 14.00 “Modern approach to climate therapy applied in rehabilitation: a solar simulator from Suntech Group AB (Sweden).” Inge Lojander, CEO, Suntech Group AB

14.00 – 15.00 “Comprehensive training therapy applied in rehabilitation: a case study based on the W-Move simulators from GymnaUniphy (Belgium) and Robowalk H/P/Cosmos (Germany).” Dieter Kloditz, Regional Company Representative, Gymna Uniphy and Irina Sikorskaya

15.00 – 17.00 “Surgical treatment of true pelvic dysfunction in males and females.” Dirk Baute, Education Specialist (EMEA), American Medical Systems (USA)

**Conference Hall #3**
(Football Arena, 20/2 Pobediteley Avenue)

**10.00 – 16.30**
The international theoretical and practical conference “Innovative methods of prevention and correction of the age-related skin changes”

10.00 – 14.00 “Presentation of the M22 Lumenis multiprofile platform, a product range of the machine cosmetology units and the CO2 lasers. Aesthetic medicine market trends. Master class.” N.B. Poplavskaya, Candidate of Medical Science, Assistant Professor, Dermatovenerology Department, Belarusian Medical Academy of Postgraduate Education State Educational Institution

14.00 – 14.30 Break


**Conference Hall #4**
(Football Arena, 20/2 Pobediteley Avenue)

10.00 – 11.00 “A healthy nutrition concept; application of the DSM functional ingredients for manufacturing dietary supplements.” Rafal Zbikovskij, General Manager (Functional Additives, Eastern Europe), DSM

11.00 – 12.00 “Improvement of analytical and diagnostic specifications of the test systems based on the solid phase enzyme immunoassay (ELISA).” Vital Development Corporation

12.00 – 13.00 “Purified water in laboratory analysis. Quality assurance, current trends, and technologies.” Vital Development Corporation
13.00 – 14.00 “Ultrasonic knife surgery of bone structures.” S.A. Gunter, Soring GmbH (Germany)

14.00 – 14.30 “Anolit ANK SUPER: a modern last generation antimicrobial agent protecting human health.” N.Yu. Shomovskaya, Doctor of Technical Sciences, Deputy Director (R&D), Vitold Bakhir Institute ZAO

14.30 – 15.30 “Capnometry application to screen respiratory and cardiovascular system diseases.” D.V. Lapitski, Head of the 1st Cardiological Hospital Department, 432nd Major Military Clinical Medical Center

16.00 – 17.00 “Innovative technologies applied in specific immunotherapy.” L.V. Maslova, Candidate of Medical Science, Associate Professor, Allergy and Industrial Pathology Course, Belarusian Medical Academy of Postgraduate Education

“Panel discussion: a sublingual immunotherapy school.” Vladimir Galayda, Sevapharma (Czech Republic); A.V. Osipova, Candidate of Medical Science, Allergologist

17.00 – 18.00 “The qLine innovative technology applied in allergic disease diagnostics.” L.V. Maslova, Candidate of Medical Science, Associate Professor, Allergy and Industrial Pathology Course, Belarusian Medical Academy of Postgraduate Education

“Panel discussion: quality assurance of laboratory diagnostics in case of application of the specific sublingual immunotherapy based on the Sevapharma medications.” A.V. Osipova, Candidate of Medical Science, Allergologist

The National Library of Belarus State Institution, Conference Hall

10.00 - 14.00 The republican theoretical and practical conference involving international experts “Modern standards of diagnostics and treatment of arterial hypertension.” T.F. Migal, Head of the Specialized Health Care Department of the Ministry of Healthcare; A.G. Mrochek, Director, Cardiology Republican Theoretical and Practical Center State Institution